
Why are you here?y y
to observe the BDP/MRC process?to observe the BDP/MRC process?

to learn about Mekong developmentto learn about Mekong development 
issues?

influence Mekong development decisions?

to get the IWRM Strategy or BDP 
endorsed?endorsed?



Example Meeting – Bangkok 2004

6 GMS country Ministerial + civil society

• Salween dam building

• Tonle Sap threatsp

• Thailand Water Grid logicsThailand Water Grid logics

Hosted by HE Suwit KhunkittiHosted by HE Suwit Khunkitti



Example Meeting: Vientiane 2006

Example Meetings:Example Meetings:
BDP Vientiane 2008
BDP Chiang Rai 2009



Definition
MSPs are a part of go ernance inMSPs are a part of governance in 
which different stakeholders are 
identified and usually throughidentified, and usually through 
representatives, invited and assisted 
to interact in a deliberative process p
that focuses on:

sharing knowledge and perspectives;
generating and examining options;
informing/shaping negotiations/decisions.

A big meeting like this is just one step inA big meeting like this is just one step in 
what could be a Mekong MSP…..



Multi-Stakeholder Platforms (MSPs)
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Multi-Stakeholder Platforms
(MSPs) have unfulfilled potential in ‘the Mekong’(MSPs) have unfulfilled potential in the Mekong

“MSPs are an 
approach for 

t ticonstructive 
engagement and 
learning about 
complex problems”complex problems

“MSPs can be 
influential byinfluential by 
bringing together 
stakeholders in a 
new form ofnew form of 
communication and
decision-finding”



Example MSPs

World Commission on Dams (WCD)World Commission on Dams (WCD)

Inter-governmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC)

International Assessment of Agricultural Science and Technology 
for Development (IAASTD)

Fraser Basin Council in Canada

Hydropower Sustainability Assessment Forum (HSAF)

The BDP process would not yet qualify as an MSP.
This is not a major criticism.
This is a multi stakeholder meeting but that is different from a ‘trueThis is a multi-stakeholder meeting, but that is different from a true 
MSP’.

The bigger issue is how are decisions are actually being made in the gg y g
Mekong Basin?



DESIRABLE CONTEXT

Purpose and scope clear
DESIRABLE PROCESS

  Deliberative

  Facilitated

  Inclusive

 Convenors credible and competent

 Appropriate scales and levels

 Sufficient resources, political support, and time

Politics and power recognised
  Informed and communicative

DESIRABLE  OUTCOMES

  Political space created

Representation and participation expanded

DESIRABLE  CONTENT
(example elements)

  Setting up

 Representation and participation expanded

  Discourses and norms constructively contested

  Interdependencies recognised

  Reflection and collective sense-making

  Deliberation made routine for complex issues

  Stakeholder analysis

  Social contract between participants

   Comprehensive assessments

  Scenarios

  Selective use of ‘deliberation-support’ tools

  Negotiations more informed

  Better decisions, agreements and implementation

  Action recommendations

…. all documented



A way to focus MSPs

Concentrate on:
Rewards
Risks
Rights
ResponsibilitiesResponsibilities
(Using the 4Rs can “keep it simple”)



Inform Consult Involve Collaborate Empower

IAP2 PUBLIC PARTICIPATION SPECTRUM

MRC promise to public participants coming to Chiang 
Rai, or in the BDP more generally?

We will keep 
you informed.

We will keep 
you informed, 
listen to and 
acknowledge 

We will work 
with you to 
ensure that 
your issues 

We will look to 
you for direct 
advice and 
innovation in 

We will 
implement 
what you 
decide.

your concerns 
and provide 
feedback on 
how public 

and concerns 
are directly 
reflected in the 
alternatives 

formulating 
solutions and 
incorporate 
your advice 

input 
influenced the 
decision.
BDP yes

developed and 
provide 
feedback on 
how public 

into the 
decision to the 
maximum 
extent 

input 
influenced the 
decision.
BDP?

possible.
BDP no

Does time 
really allow 
this?
What happens 

t?
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